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Chapter 1

Why Product Hunt matters

The Non-App Calendar is a printable product that launched on Product Hunt

Grégoire Gilbert was bored.

It was Sunday, and he’d just finished doing some budgeting work. “I felt the urge to work on 
something more creative,” he said.

He’d been using a homemade paper calendar to plan his goals, and wondered if it would be 
helpful for others. Using Sketch, he created a prototype for a series of printable calendars 
(yearly, monthly, and weekly).

When he shared these prototypes with his entrepreneurial friends they responded with 
enthusiasm: “I’d totally use that!” So, he decided to turn it into a small product.

He transformed his prototype into high quality, printable PDFs, and called the finished product 
“The Non-app Calendar.”

After getting a few early sales from his personal network, he asked me to post it on Product 
Hunt. Within a few hours it had amassed hundreds of votes, and over 20 comments. 
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http://www.producthunt.com
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It also started to drive high volumes of traffic to Grégoire’s site (www.non-app.com/cal/). Soon, 
Product Hunt became his top external referrer:
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That post on Product Hunt drove more traffic than Designer News, Hackers News, Twitter and 
Reddit combined.

Even better: these visitors from Product Hunt were buying.

Product Hunt has accounted for a high percentage of the sales that I 
made. To date, 29.42% of the traffic to the Non-app Calendar's page 
came from Product Hunt. - Grégoire Gilbert

A simple product produced in a few hours, and priced at 7 EURO, generated hundreds of sales 
largely because of the exposure it received on the site.

Product Hunt is a place for product-loving enthusiasts to share and geek 
out about the latest mobile apps, websites, hardware projects, and tech 
creations. - producthunt.com

For makers, creators, and startups, Product Hunt is the perfect place to launch your next 
product. It has a passionate user base of early-adopters who are eager to try (and buy) “the 
next cool thing.”

Understanding Product Hunt is becoming a necessity for anyone building digital products. We 
can learn both from its history (the Product Hunt story has lots of lessons for product creators), 
and its community (whose feedback can be invaluable).

Looking to launch your own thing?
This book will provide you with three things. First, you’ll learn (from Product Hunt’s history) how 
to create better products. Next, you’ll learn how to effectively use Product Hunt as a user. And 
finally, I’ll teach you how to launch your own product on the platform successfully.
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Thank you

Justin Jackson, age 5

Thanks so much for checking out this sample chapter for The Product Hunt Handbook (a one week 
Build & Launch project). If you have questions or feedback, you can reach me at words@bizbox.ca. If 
you’d like to keep up with the new things I’m learning, please subscribe to my email list.

This full book is the result of a lot of personal research. When you purchase it, there will be no DRM 
because I want to enable everyone who's purchased the handbook to use it on all their devices 
(without any hassle). If you’d like to purchase the full version, please buy it here.

Cheers!

Justin Jackson 
@mijustin
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